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THE STAR AND TREASURY GEAR UP FOR THE HOTTEST
OFF FIELD SUPER BOWL ACTION
The Star Gold Coast and Treasury Brisbane are sporting the hottest tickets to Queensland’s biggest Super
Bowl parties, revealing the ultimate mega screen viewing and game-day entertainment line-up on Monday
February 3.
NFL’s biggest day of the year will see the Kansas City Chiefs take on the San Francisco 49ers for the Super
Bowl LIV clash, with Sports Bar at The Star Gold Coast and the just-relaunched LiveWire 24/7 Sports Bar
at Treasury Brisbane showcasing all the action LIVE, LARGE AND LOUD from 8.30am Monday morning,
along with American-inspired eats all day long.
Sports Bar at The Star Gold Coast
The atmosphere in The Star Gold Coast’s Sports Bar is set to be electric on Monday February 3, as all the
action of the Playoff Series culminates with every minute of Super Bowl LIV broadcast live and loud straight
from the US.
Famed for its stadium-like energy, Sports Bar will have NFL fanatics lose themselves in all the contagious
Super Bowl hype with unrivalled metre mega screen viewing, juicy US-inspired football menus, drink specials
and giveaways while AFL legend and NFL enthusiast Richard Champion will host the event.
Equipped with all the essentials for celebrating the world’s biggest sporting events, Sports Bar boasts 23
state-of-the-art screens, a massive 10.5m LED mega screen and an epic surround sound system.
Fans can fuel up for the championship game with a $20 breakfast at Harvest Buffet from 6.30am, indulging
in an ultimate pre-game day spread of all the breakfast classics as well as American-inspired Chicken Wings,
Roast Ranch Potatoes with Bacon, Cheese and Spring Onions, Western Omelette, Breakfast Quesadilla
and Chicken and Waffles.
Sports Bar’s offering will keep you going with a special game day menu boasting all the sports-viewing
favourites including 1kg Mega Wings, Burgers, Pizza, an All-Star Platter of Wings, Salt and Pepper
Calamari, Onion Rings and the hero items, 2kg Super Bowl of Wings and the Super Bowl of Nachos.
Supporters can also supercharge their experience with exclusive VIP packages featuring the best seat in the
house, a personal cocktail server, 3-hour food and drinks package and personalised merchandise.
The ultimate seven-night trip for two to Nashville, Tennessee with Jack Daniel’s is also up for grabs including
flights and accommodation, a tour of the Jack Daniel’s distillery and two tickets to an NFL or Baseball game.
For more information visit https://www.star.com.au/goldcoast/bars/sports-bar/NFL
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LiveWire 24/7 Sports Bar at Treasury Brisbane
Treasury Brisbane’s LiveWire 24/7 Sports Bar is showing off its sleek new colours just in time for one of the
hottest events on the sporting calendar as it gears up to broadcast Super Bowl LIV live, large and loud on
Monday February 3.
An entirely new fit-out has taken to the field, including a revamped bar, brighter colour palette, new booths
and lounge seating, rare sporting memorabilia and a game-changing new 6.7m wide LED super screen.
With 10 premium new screens and supreme state-of-the-art technology also featured in the revamp,
supporters can rest assured they will kick back and bask in all the NFL glory as the city’s premier home of live
sport takes care of everything.
As NFL fans relish in the rousing atmosphere of the 54th Super Bowl, a mouth-watering new bar menu will be
on offer including the Bacon and Egg Burger with Hash Browns, Nachos, the Tennessee Whisky Pulled Pork
Pizza, All-American Cheeseburger Pizza and the 1kg Super Bowl of Wings with two choices of Jack Daniel’s
Sticky BBQ Sauce, Bundaberg Rum BBQ Sauce, Blue Cheese, Ranch or LiveWire 24/7 Sports Bar Hot
Sauce.
Supporters can catch all the action with the best seat in the house with VIP packages featuring full table
service, a US-inspired food menu, 3-hour drinks package and personalised merchandise at $130 per person.
For more information visit https://www.treasurybrisbane.com.au/whats-on/sports-events/nfl
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